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SEATA CONVENTION 

The 1965 Southeastern Aviation Trades Association Con
vention held at the Ocean Forest Hotel, Myrtle Beach, proved 
to be one of the best yet. Registrations for the two day 
program totaled over 180. 

The program was kicked off Wednesday night with a get
acquainted bouffet, with the business session beginning 
Thursday morning. The morning session began with panel di. -
cussions on Service, Insurance, Air Taxi Operations and New ' 
Ideas. Mr. Donald A. Gazzaniga, from Cessna Aircraft Cor- -
pQration, Wichita, Kansas, was the featured speaker for the 

morning session. The theme of his talk was "Flight Train
ing" which was tied in with Cessna; s 150 program. 

Appearing on the afternoon program were G. C. Merchant, 
Director, S. C. Aeronautics Commission, Shelby Maxwell of 
Burlington Industries and Frank Kingston Smith, Executive 
Director of National Aviation Trades Association. The 
Honorable Robert E. McNair, Gover of South Carolina, was 
the main speaker of the banquet on Thursday night. 

s. c. operators attending the meeting included Orange
burg Air Service, Aero Flight, Inc., Florence; H & H Avia
tion, Miller Aviation, Midland Aviation, all of Columbia; 
Carolina Aero Service of Anderson; Inland Airlines, Murtle 
Beach; Hawthorne Aviation, Charleston and Stevens Aviation, 
Greer. 

The Steering Committee for next year's meeting will be 
appointed at a later date and will be responsible for setting 
the time and place for the 1966 convention. 



2/ AVIATION WEATHER BROADCASTS 

Weather Bureau reports, ~orecasts, and advisories are 
broadcast over radio communication facilities o~ the FAA. 
Although the wea ther in these releases is prepared and selec
ted with the pil ot in mind, the broadcasts are also popular 
with amateur weathermen and others of the general public who 
a re e n gaged in the planning of outdoor activities. 

Aviation weather b roadcasts are perhap s b est de scribed 
under t he categor i es o~ " sch eduled broadcasts " and continuou s 
b r oadcasts. " They also di~~er in that s ome are transmitted 
over low/medium frequencies (L/MF) ranging from 200 to 400 
kilocycles (kc.) and others are broadcast on the very high 
frequencies (VHF) o~ 108 to 118 megacycles (me.). (Both 
ranges cover frequencies the average home radio will not re
ceive.) 

Scheduled aviation broadcasts are made twice each hour. 
At 15 minutes past the hour, current weather reports for 8 
to 12 locations within 150 miles of the broadcast outlet are 
transmitted. At 45 minutes past the hour, a similar number 
or reports are broadcast for the more important cities and 
a~rports within a 400 mile radius. As appropriate, scheduled 
br,adcasts include advance warnings of potentially hazardous 
weather, such as squall lines, thunderstorms, fog, icing, and 
~urbulence. Weather radar reports are given, ir available. 
Some scheduled aviation wea~her broadcasts are transmitted 
on the VHF channels and others on the L/MF channels. 

Continuous transcribed weather broadcasts include for 
a radius of 250 miles or the broadcast outlet: a description 
of the synoptic situation, a forecast or aviation weather 
including upper level winds, warnings (ir in effect), pilot 
and radar reports (if available), and current weather reports 
(8 to 15). These items are repeated making the service con
tinuous. Material is updated as new reports and revised fore
casts are issued. Continuous broadcasts are contained within 
the 200 to 400 kilocycle range. 

At ground level, VHF broadcasts are picked up only short 
distances ~rom the transmitting sight. Only one VHF aviation 
broadcast is, therefore, likely to be received in any given 
area. Whether one is available can be determined by scanning 
the 108 to 118 megacycle band at 15 o4 45 minutes past the 
hour . 

( cont 'd Page 1. ) 



FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY 
VFR PILOT EXAM-0-GRAM *NO. 30 

FLIGHT PLANS (Series 1) 

In normal day-to-day activities, people usually give some notification of their intentions, by one 
means or another. But, is sufficient information provided for timely action to be taken in case of 
failure to appear or return within a reasonable period? A flight plan as applicable to cross -country 
flying, is simply a brief description of the flight filed with the FAA, providing information of value 
to search and rescue activities in the event of an emergency while en route. The statement "NO 
FLIGHT PLAN FILED, " which appears in many accident reports and accounts of extensive search 
operations for missing aircraft, indicates a degree of thoughtlessness on the part of the pilot for the 
safety of his flight. 

r••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·· ••••••• 

"Businessman-pilot flying daughter home from college crash lands in 
sparsely populated area resulting in injury to father and daughter. Rescue 
effected within three hours of ETA near flight plan course filed with FAA. 

oooooooooooooooo 
"Family of five forced down by snow storm while on flight to winter resort. 
No flight plan filed with FAA and 5 days later family reported missing by 
relatives. Search parties after covering extensive area, find bodies with 
no injuries--expiration attributed to exposure." •............................................................................................................................• 

Certain misconceptions concerning the filing of flight plans were brought to light by analyses of per
tinent test items in airman written examinations and are explained in this Exam-0-Gram and Exam-
0-Gram No. 31. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

DO FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS (FAR) REQUffiE THAT FLIGHT PLANS BE FILED? With 
the exception of aircraft of foreign registry operating with the United States, Regulations do not 
require the filing of flight plans for VFR flights unless the flight is to penetrate an ADIZ (Air Defense 
Identification Zone). Filing is entirely at the pilot's discretion, but is recommended as good operat
ing practice. 

WHY SHOULD A FLIGHT PLAN BE FILED? A flight plan not only assures prompt search and rescuE 
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• Exam -0 -Grams are non -directive in nature and are 

issued solely as an information service to indivjduals 
interested in Airman Written Examinations, 

in the event you become overdue or missing, but it also per
mits en route stations and the destination station to render bet
ter service by having prior knowledge of your flight. It costs 
nothing except a few minutes of time to file a flight plan and 
may be the best "insurance" investment you ever made. On 
the other hand, failure to file could contribute to unpleasant 
moments during flight, or long periods of waiting for help wher 
an emergency arises. 



4/ 
WHAT IS FLIGHT FOLLOWING SERVICE? It is a personalized lookout service to provide assistance 
specifically to you during your flight. In order to utilize this service, the aircraft must be equipped 
for two-way radio communications for reporting positions to FSS's and a flight plan requesting Flight 
Following Service (FVFR) must be filed. When Flight Following Service is requested, the departure 
station sends a flight notification to designated flight watch stations which are approximately one 
hour's flying time apart. Specialists at these watch stations continuously scan weather and aeronau
tical information pertinent to your flight. This information is given to you when you make your re
quired position report to each watch station en route, or if it is considered urgent, attempts will be 
made to send it to you immediately through the nearest stations. An aircraft on a FVFR flight plan 
is considered overdue or unreported, and search action will be initiated when communication cannot 
be established after it fails to arrive 30 minutes after its ETA, or it misses contact with two succes
sive flight watch points and 30 minutes have elapsed since the estimated time over (ETOV) the second 
of the two flight watch points. This type of "red carpet" service is yours just for the asking. 

BY WHAT MEANS CAN A FLIGHT PLAN BE FILED? Whenever possible a personal visit should be 
made to the FSS to file the flight plan. This allows for a flight briefing by the FSS specialist and for 
the examining of weather information. If this is not practical, the flight 
plan may be filed by telephoning the FSS. In the event no other means 
are available, it may be filed by radio to the nearest FSS after becoming 
airborne. 

MAY A FLIGHT PLAN BE FILED IF THE AIRCRAFT IS NOT RADIO 
EQUIPPED? YES! (However, Flight Following Service cannot be uti
lized. ) In fact, it is of particular importance for pilots of non-radio 
equipped aircraft to file a flight plan since they have no means of 
obtaining in-flight assistance if the need should arise. Filing will at 
least alert the FAA to the route of flight and the expected time of arri
val. However, this is not authorization to operate without radio to or from an airport at which there 

_ is an FAA control tower. The filing and closing of flight plans for these aircraft can be accomplished 
using normal ground communications. 

SHOULD RADIO COMMUNICATIONS BE MAINTAINED WITH THE FSS WHEN OPERATING TO OR 
FROM THE AIRPORT ON WHICH IT IS LOCATED? Yes, although after May 17, 1965, it will no 
longer be a requirement for pilots of radio equipped aircraft to maintain communications with the 
FSS when they are within a five-mile radius of an uncontrolled airport where an FSS is located. Air
port advisory service will continue to be available upon request and the procedure for obtaining this 
information is unchanged. Nonetheless, when a flight plan has been filed, pilots should report their 
actual takeoff time and arrival time to the FSS as soon as practicable. 

WHAT DISPOSITION IS MADE OF FLIGHT PLANS? When the flight plan is filed before takeoff the 
FSS takes no action on it until informed of your actual departure time. This is normally done by 
radio. (In the case of non-radio equipped aircraft, the FSS will assume that you departed at a time 
upon which you agree.) The flight plan is then activated by the FSS transmitting through teletype cir
cuits to the destination, the information pertinent to your estimated arrival. 

MUST POSITION REPORTS BE MADE IF A FLIGHT PLAN HAS BEEN FILED? Reporting positions 
while en route on a VFR flight is required only if Flight Following Service has been requested (FVFR) 
flight plan), or if the flight involves an ADIZ (DVFR flight 
plan). However, the making of periodic position reports 
for all VFR cross-country flights is strongly recommen
ded whether or not a flight plan has been filed. It not 
only keeps the FSS' s informed of your progress, but it 
provides you the opportunity to receive current informa
tion relative to the remainder of your- flight such as 
changing weather conditions, airport advisories, and up
to-the-minute traffic information. 



WHAT ACTION IS REQUffiED IF THE FLIGHT IS NOT CONDUCTED AS FILED? There are no objec
tions to changing the route to other than that for which you filed, or to changing the destination while 
en route, provided the nearest FSS is notified as early as possible. So that you will not be considered 
overdue at your destination, the nearest FSS should also be informed if you do not expect to make 
good your planned ETA within 30 minutes. Remember, the rapidity of rescue, if it becomes neces
sary, will depend on how accurately your position may be determined. If the flight plan, as filed or 
r evised, has been followed and your position is on course, rescue should be prompt. 

HOW MAY THE ROUTE OR DESTINATION BE CHANGED EN ROUTE ? Any significant change in 
the flight s hould be r eported to the nearest FSS a s soon as possible by radio. In addition to 
outlining the new route and/ or destination, you will be r equired to provide the FSS with the revised 
est imated tim e en route and the r ema ining fuel on board. In t he case of non-radio equipped air
craft , an alternate rout e or destination may be filed with the original flight plan, or a landing 
should be made to close and r efile a flight plan. 

WHAT MUST BE DONE AT THE COMPLETION OF THE FLIGHT? If a flight plan has been filed, ' 
FAR requires that an arrival notice be filed at the completion of the flight or when the flight 
terminates at other than the planned destination. This may be done (even if no tower or FSS is 
located at the destination) by contacting the nearest FSS by radio prior to landing, or by tele
phone after landing. Contrary to popular belief, the control tower at the airport of landing does 
not automatically close the flight plan when the landing is completed. The tower is not always 
aware of which aircraft were on a flight plan. It is the pilot' s responsibility to file the arrival 
notice with the tower or FSS (simply asking by radio, telephone, or personal visit that the flight plan 
be closed). 

WHAT ACTION IS TAKEN IF AN AmCRAFT IS OVERDUE OR UNREPORTED? When communication 
cannot be established with the aircraft and it fails to arrive or report within 30 minutes of the ETA 
(the second of two consecutively missed flight watch stations for FVFR), a check of all local airports 
is made to determine if the aircraft has arrived there. If the aircraft has not been located within 
one and one half hours after the ETA, extensive communications inquiries are made throughout th;:) 
flight range of the aircraft. If the results are negative or the aircraft has not been located within 
one hour after these inquiries are initiated, the full facilities of Search and Rescue (SARCC) are acti
vated. Neglecting to close your flight plan may start an unnecessary search for you, with the conse- .. 
quent hazards to search pilots, and the waste of thousands of dollars. 

@~,A 

r~~ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

FOR FLIGHT INSURANCE TAKE OUT "HELP ASSURANCE"-- FILE A FLIGHT PLAN 
(See Exam-0-Gram No. 31 for complete information on how to fill out a flight plan) 

Prepared by FAA Flight Standards Service 
Operations Airman Examination Section 

6/65 ~~~h~~~h 6~;,u~:a~~~n:e 73119 

Exam-0-Grams available free of charge in limited 
quantities from this office. --

Permission granted to reproduce this material. 



6/ NEW RULES REQUIRE RENEWAL OF FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR 
CERTIFICATES EVERY TWO YEARS 

New regulations designed to improve general avia
tion s~ety by raising the standards o~ ~light instruction 
and increasing instructor responsibility were announced 
today by the FAA. 

E~~ective September 26, 1965, the new rules put 
a two-year limit on ~light instructor certi~icates. Be~ore 
renewal, £light instructors must demonstrate to FAA their 
proficiency and knowledge in both teaching techniques and 
piloting skills. However, little or no retesting would 
normally be required in the case of an instructor whose 
students' performance provides evidence of satisfactory 
training. 

Ability to teach will be emphasized in the tests 
as much as ability to fly. 

In addition to assuring instructors' qualifica
tion, the renewal requirement will provide FAA inspectors 
the opportunity of upgrading and standardizing instructional 
procedures. It also will give the instructor an opportunity 
to become familiar with new training requirements and proce-

du~es created by the introduction of new types of aircraft. 
The new rules resulted from increasing evidence 

that the flying habits of student and private pilots direct
ly reflect the quality of the instruction provided. Student 
pilots accounted for 933 of the 5039 general aviation acci
dents which occurred during 1964. About 80 per cent of 
these accidents were attributable to the individual. 

Under the new rules, flight instruction that is 
required for solo flight, or for a pilot certificate or 
rating, will not be acceptable unless given by a pilot hold
ing a current FAA flight instructor certificate. Similarly, 
only persons holding a flight instructor certificate may 
endorse a pilot logbook to show they have given an applicant 
flight instruction. 

Provision also is made in the new rules for issuing 
flight instructor certificates to commercial glider pilots 
without an instructor rating, as well as authorizing them to 
give glider instruction for a period of 12 months after the 
new rules take effect. 

Student pilots will be required to obtain periodic 
flight checks from a certificated instructor and must have 
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an instructor's authorization be~ore each solo cross
country ~light. These requirements will apply until the 
student has reached a level o~ experience equivalent to 
that required ~or a private pilot certi~icate and has been 
certi~ied by a flight instructor as competent to continue 
without an instructor's supervision. 

An applicant for a ~light test that is required 
~or a pilot certificate, or aircra~t or instrument rating 
would first need a certificated ~light instructor's 
written statement that the instructor has prepared the 
applicant ~or t he test and considers him ready t o take it. 
In case ox ~ailure and retesting, the stat e men t would 
again be required. 

Onl y in t h e c a se of applying f o r a type rating 
do these requirements not apply . 

The new rules are b ased on an earlier Notice of 
Proposed Ru le-Making is s ued as FAA Notice No. 64-18. 

(cont'd from Page 2.) 
During the evening or early morning hours and 

with a sensitive receiver and good antenna exposure, the 
L/MF broadcasts can be received up to 100 or more miles. 
With average equipment, the maximum range is reduced to ' 
about SO miles. Frequencies and outlet locations ox L/MF 
broadcasts providing scheduled and continuous aviation 
weather information in our area are listed below. 

Location 

GEORGIA 
Atlanta 
Augusta 
Columbus 

NORTII CAROLINA 
New Bern 
Ra leigh 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Charles t on 
Spartanburg 

Kcs 

266(c) 
385(S) 
335(S) 

379(S) 
350(C) 

329( C ) 
248 (C) 
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The all-inclusive Plantation Party Package Plan is al
re&dy bulging with reservations--when it reaches capacity 
o:f 1800, it "blows up", leaving you on your own :for lodging, 
meals and entertainment. So, i:f you haven't sent your 
reservation, better do so, posthaste , or you may miss out 
on the best part o:f the most outstanding aviation-social 
meeting ever planned f o r your membership pleasure . 

Here's what your "ticket" includes when you are among the 
1800 Party-goers registered under the Package Plan: deluxe 
accommodations at the Dunes or Fabulous Flamingo •••. two 
d elect able me a ls a day (dinner and c hoic e of break:fast o r 
l unch), b e ginning with d inner on Tuesda y, Sep temb er 28th, 
a nd endin g wit h b r eak:fast on Sunday, October 3rd , a gala 
cocktail part y each even i ng •••• four of the best stage shows 
in Las Vegas ••• the :festive Plantation Party Night •••• :full 
use of all recreation facilities at both hotels ••• all gra
tuities and taxes ••• transportation between McCarran Field 
and hotels ••• important aviation clinics •.• impressive industry 
exhibits ••• chances to win valuable door and booth prizes. 

For additional in:formation write Plantation Party, AOPA, 
Washington, D. c. 20014. 


